
Background

• Previous research (Witmore 2010) has shown that 
relational status amongst digitalized texts, after run 
through the program Docuscope, can be skewed by small 
variables such as a difference in punctuation arising from 
a discrepancy in hand modernization between plays

• Perception and comprehension of these texts is based 
around the assumptions and implication of PCA of one 
hundred and one categories based off of a boutique 
lexicon in Docuscope and also usually visualized through a 
Ward’s cluster analysis laid out in a dendrogram
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Methods
• I initially began with a search result from EEBO (Early 

English Books Online) resulting in a transcribed copy of 
one of Shakespeare's First Folio editions, in particular 
one from the Folger Shakespeare Library

• After copying all of the plays in that edition, I ran 
everything through a program called TextSnip, designed 
in part for the purpose of isolating and removing speech 
prefixes and common stage directions

• After processing the texts through TextSnip, they were 
then all processed consistently by a program called VARD 
II which specializes in fixing Early Modern orthographical 
variants in texts

• These thirty-six plays of Shakespeare then all went 
through the program Docuscope to be tagged and create 
the numerical data read by JMP

• They were then contrasted against texts modernized and 
prepared by Martin Mueller from the Moby 
Shakespeare.  In sum, this means that different editions 
of the plays as well as potentially different tools were 
used to get to the end result

The Tools Used Are:

-EEBO (Early English Books Online)
-TextSnip 2.1 
-VARD II 2.3
-Docuscope 2.2
-JMP 9.1

Hypotheses
• In the absence of rigorous data curation, "bad" texts will 

loose relationally discriminatory significance when 
compared with others

• The closer the text is to the original transcribed version, 
the less likely PCA will correctly group texts by genre
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Results
•An inverse relationship is 
present in regard to average 
group sizes that only contain 
one genre on a dendrogram
•Different results arise in 
dendrograms on the cluster 
level analysis between plays 
finished by VARD & finished 
by Martin Mueller
•Some plays still show a 
tendency to cluster with other 
versions of the play, 
regardless  of modernization
•VARD processed texts 
ultimately end up with  larger 
average of tags provided by 
Docucscope
•VARD texts provide clusters 
of plays more in line with 
Heminge & Condell’s genre 
decisions in the First Folio 
than Martin Mueller’s texts
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Conclusion
• Modernization only seems to be superficially present in a 

text. For example, genre distinctions seem to be lost when 
using a Cluster level analysis but LATs not only draw out 
texts of different modernization stages but also accurately 
group a significant portion of texts according to genre 
distinctions of the First Folio

Outstanding Issues 
•Text of the plays are not from the same edition which could lead to editorial 
influence in other ways than modernization
• VARD was set to modernize all, instead of prompting a human user for each 
decision, resulting in mistakes like “Emphasis” for “Ephesus” in texts
•Can not account for a missing piece of Cymbeline that was not included in EEBO 
transcription but is present in Martin Mueller’s corpus
• Due to the nature of a dendrogram to supply pairings even if the effect is visually 
misleading, the use of dendrograms to provide evidence is suspect
•Due to the non-commercial nature of  most of these programs, specifications may 
allow for glitches to occur that would not be present in a more developed program
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